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A small slice of the alcove offers intermediate T-DO conditions that fish select.
Studying fish behavior provides inference on the useable size of these alcoves.

- Total alcove - large
- Portion with cool water - small
- Portion with cool water and high DO - very small

There is a shortcoming of our work so far – we’ve only sampled during the day…
Diel variation: stressors occur asynchronously
Stressors are asynchronous for fish

- Night
  (+) lower temperature
  (-) lower DO
- Day
  (-) higher temperature
  (+) higher DO
- Constraints are toggling – asynchrony softens trade off
- Fish can navigate these trade offs by moving
  - Fine scale diel vertical movement (DVM)
Evening – higher DO, higher temperature
Dawn – lower DO, lower temperature
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Tagged fish incur low DO in exchange for cold temperatures
Refuges formed by hyporheic upwelling can generate a temperature-oxygen squeeze

In stratified alcoves, intermediate conditions in temperature and oxygen existed in a relatively small boundary layer spanning as little as \( \sim 30 \text{cm} \) of the water column.

Fish body temperatures indicate limited vertical use of habitat

Oxygen constraints on thermal refuge use may be a blind spot for climate adaptation planning of cold-water fishes – oxygen data is limited compared to temperature data.

Temperature and dissolved oxygen are critical to cold-adapted fishes, and these conditions can vary both spatially and through a 24-hour timeframe

Asynchronous threats of hypoxia and heat stress create a pronounced trade-off for fish, which became more severe at night during the oxygen minimum

Diel vertical migration is an emergent property for fish balancing these dynamic trade-offs